
San Diego County District Attorney

Location
San Diego, California

 

Industry
Government 

Room Types
Open Plan, Enclosed Offices, 
Conferencing, Training, Ancillary 
Space, Seating 

 

Furniture Lines Used
Interworks® EQ, Priority™ 
Casegoods, Fundamental® 
Files, Conferencing Solutions, 
Beo®, Stature®, and Scenario™ 
Tables

Dealer 
Parron Hall



The Company 
The California Constitution establishes a judicial system 

of courts, including the trial courts, the appellate courts, 

and a supreme court. The San Diego Superior Court 

serves all people in San Diego County as one of the 

state’s 58 trial courts. The court has jurisdiction over  

all criminal cases including felonies, misdemeanors  

and infractions; all civil cases, family law, spousal 

support and child support, probate, conservatorships, 

mental health, juvenile law and small claims.

The Challenge 
The San Diego County District Attorney had a very 

short timeframe to re-furnish an existing space and 

along with this challenge, they needed furniture that not 

only provided a transitional design, but also provided 

the functionality that the court employees required.  

In addition, product availability within the expedited 

project schedule was necessary and technology 

management was a critical requirement that also  

had to be addressed within the space.

The Solution
The National Intergovernmental Purchasing Alliance 

Company (National IPA), always strives to provide 

consultative advice to public agencies, and as a result 

has an excellent and long term business relationship 

with San Diego County. Kimball Office also has a  

long-standing, strong relationship with the IPA and 

long-term dealer partner Parron Hall, therefore all 

parties were eager to work together to bring  

confidence and trust to this time-sensitive project  

for the San Diego County District Attorney. They also 

had existing Kimball Office product they were very 

pleased with in regards to quality and performance so 

they knew working with Kimball Office would provide 

them the solution they were looking for.
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In a critical meeting of all parties, each was able to  

bring their own strengths to the discussion and as  

a result, the County was able to “piggyback” off of  

an existing contract to leverage the benefits of 

cooperative contracting. Kimball Office was able to 

provide complimentary products that were consistent 

from the private office to the open plan, integrating the  

entire environment. Priority casegoods were utilized  

in the private office space that provided functionality  

or the users and warmth for the space. For their 

conference room, the San Diego County District 

Attorney selected Scenario tables that were 

complimented with Stature chairs and  

conferencing solutions. 

Traxx and Tiles along with Priority height adjustable 

tables provided the perfect solution for the copy  

and filing areas located in many areas of each floor.  

The case work requires massive amounts of 

documentation and results in long hours for the 

administration staff of compiling and assembling briefs, 

this solution gave each staff member total adjustability 

to the environment where the work was being done. 

Interworks EQ rounded out the space providing a 

system that supported the users’ needs and provided 

them the comfort of the individual workspace.

“In my opinion, the fundamental reason for success 

in this large opportunity was the ability of all teams, 

Kimball Office, Parron Hall and National IPA to 

corroborate on a strategy. The successful execution  

of the strategy was the result of each team bringing 

their difference skill sets and experiences to the 

discussions with San Diego County District Attorney. 

This is the strength of our partnership,” stated Wayne  

Casper, Group Vice President – West, National IPA.
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The Result 
Since time was of the essence, all phases of the installation had to be completed over the weekend with crews running 24 hours a day starting 

Thursday night until Monday morning. It was imperative that the furniture was delivered on-time in order to keep to the installation schedule. 

Kimball Office and Parron Hall delivered and completed every phase of the project on-time. In addition, the employees of the San Diego County 

District Attorney felt their new space allowed them the privacy they needed to complete their work while still providing collaborative areas for  

them to utilize as projects required. 
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